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q 

nominal polarization 

random distribution of 

“hidden” (“true”) 

polarization variable 
“true” polarization 

Single photon incident on  

birefringent crystal (“polarizer”): 

 

Probability of transmission = cos2q 
 

(quantum version of Malus’ law) 
 

Digression:  Can a classical probabilistic theory explain this? 

 

 

 
YES! 

If       closer to      , transmitted:  if closer to          , reflected.   

If transmitted, distribution of “hidden” variable is adjusted: 

With suitable choice of random distribution, can 
  

reproduce PT(q) = cos2 q                f(c) = cos 2 (q - c)  
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). 
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 transmission axis            
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and A the same in (AC, AD) (etc.) 

– 

Kexp 
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Exptl. Predictions of QM incompatable with those of any 

theory embodying 
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IDEA OF “ENTANGLEMENT”: 

System composed of 2 (separated) subsystems 1 and 2: 

 = (1,2)   [general] 

(a) (1,2) = c(1)(2)   product, nonentangled 

      “Properties” of 1 described by c(1) 

      “Properties” of 2 described by (2)  

      Complete information on system obtainable by  

      making measurements on subsystems separately. 

(b) (1,2)   c(1) (2)  entangled 

      e.g. (2 photons) 

      (1,2) = 
1

2
 (|x>1 |x>2 + |y>1 |y>2 ) 

            (“EPR pair”)     (1 2 +  1  2) 
 

Subsystems 1 and 2 do not “possess” individual 

properties (Bell’s theorem). 
 

Complete information on system obtainable only 

by correlated measurements on 1 and 2 

 

INFORMATION “STORAGE” IS NONLOCAL! 
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1. Quantum “Teleportation” 

     (e.g. of state of photon)           

Rules of the game: Alice is to transmit to Bob an 

arbitrary state | > of a photon, without direct physical 

contact (but A (or D) may communicate with B e.g. by 

a classical phone line).  (Alice may not even know 

what state she has sent). 
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Solution: C emits “EPR pair.”  D then measures 

combined state of R and G photons. If D finds 

EPR pair, then angular momentum conservation 

 state received by B = that sent by A (and D 

phones B to tell him so). If D finds a different 

state, can “rotate” into EPR pair. Then B must 

perform inverse of this rotation (and D so instructs 

him). 
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2. Quantum Cryptography: 

 

 

Key distribution problem: Alice must be able (a) to 

communicate the “key” (a string of 1’s and 0’s) to Bob, 

and moreover know if Eve is listening in. Classically, no 

100% secure way of ensuring this is known. 

Solution: 

 

 

 

A 

E 

B 

E    ? 

B A 

S 

E 

S emits a string of EPR pairs. A measures in basis          , or in basis 

        , in a random way: B measures similarly, also at random. At the 

end, A and B inform one another by phone which basis they have used 

for each measurement, discard those for which they used different 

bases, and compare notes on a subset of the rest. If they always agree, 

they can be sure of no eavesdropping, and so use the rest for the key. 

     If Eve tries to “listen in” on the quantum channel… 
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2e 
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“circulation” E  K2 

(E (n–1/2)2) 

 (n–/o)
2) 
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